Abstract. Distributed processing of real-world graphs is challenging due to their size and the inherent irregular structure of graph computations. We present HIPG, a distributed framework that facilitates high-level programming of parallel graph algorithms by expressing them as a hierarchy of distributed computations executed independently and managed by the user. HIPG programs are in general short and elegant; they achieve good portability, memory utilization and performance.
The HIPG Model and Programming Interface
The input to a HIPG program is a directed graph. HIPG partitions the graph in a number of equal-size chunks and divides chunks between workers that are made responsible for processing nodes they own. A chunk consists of a number of nodes uniquely identified by pairs (chunk, index). HIPG uses the object-oriented paradigm of programmingnamely, nodes are objects. Each node has arbitrary data and a number of outgoing edges associated and co-located with it. The target node of an edge is called a neighbor. In the current setup, the graph cannot be modified at runtime, but new graphs can be created. it to its neighbors. Graphs are commonly processed starting at a certain graph node and by following the structure of the graph, i.e. the node-edge relationship, until all reached nodes are processed. HIPG allows to process graphs this way by offering a seamless interface to execute methods on local and remote nodes. When necessary these method calls are automatically translated by HIPG into messages. In Section 2.1 we show how the methods can be used to create a distributed graph computation in HIPG.
More complex algorithms require managing more than one such distributed computations. In particular, the objective of a divide-and-conquer graph algorithm is to divide computation on a graph into several sub-computations on sub-graphs. HIPG enables creation of sub-algorithms by introducing synchronizers-logical objects that manage distributed computations. The concept and API of a synchronizer are explained further in this section: in Section 2.2 we show how to use a single synchronizer, and in Section 2.3 an entire hierarchy of synchronizers is created to solve a divide-and-conquer graph problem.
Distributed computation
HIPG allows to implement graph computations with only regular methods executed on graph nodes. Typically, the user initializes the first method, which in turn executes methods on its neighbor nodes. In general, a node can execute methods on any node of which the unique identifier is known. To implement a graph computation, the user extends the provided LocalNode class with custom fields and methods. In a local node, neighbor nodes can be accessed with neighbors(), or inNeighbors() for incoming edges.
Under the hood, the methods executing on remote nodes are automatically translated by HIPG into asynchronous messages. On reception of such a message, an appropriate method is executed, which thus acts as a message handler. The order of received messages cannot be predicted. Method parameters are automatically serialized, and we strive to make the serialization efficient. Distributed are no more messages present in the system, which is detected automatically. Since messages are asynchronous, returning a value of a method can be realized by sending a message back to the source. Typically, however, a dedicated mechanism, discussed later in this section, is used to compute the result of a distributed computation.
Example: Reachability search. In a directed graph, a node s is reachable from node t if a path from t to s exists. Reachability search computes the set of nodes reachable from a given pivot. A reachability search implemented in HIPG (Fig. 1) consists of an interface MyNode that represents any node and a local node implementation MyLocalNode. The visit() method visits a node and its neighbors (Fig. 2) . The algorithm is initiated by pivot.visit(). We note that, if it was not for the unpredictable order of method executions, the code for visit() could be understood sequentially. In particular, no locks or synchronization code were needed.
Coordination of distributed computations
A dedicated layer of a HIPG algorithm coordinates the distributed computations. Its main building block is a synchronizer, which is a logical object that manages distributed computations. A synchronizer can initiate a distributed computation and wait for its termination. After a distributed computation has terminated, the synchronizer typically computes global results of the computation by invoking a global reduction operation. For example, the synchronizer may compute the global number of nodes reached by the computation, or a globally elected pivot. Synchronizers can execute distributed computations in parallel or one after another.
To implement a synchronizer, the user subclasses Synchronizer and defines a run() method that, conceptually, will execute sequentially on all processors. Termination detection is provided by barrier(). The reduce methods, annotated @Reduce, must be commutative, as the order, in which they are executed, cannot be predicted.
Example: Single-source shortest paths. Fig. 3 shows an implementation of a parallel single-source shortest paths algorithm. For simplicity, each edge has equal weight, so that the algorithm is in fact a breadth-first search [7] . We define an SSSP synchronizer, which owns a queue Q that represents the current layer of graph nodes. The run() method loops over all nodes in the current layer to create the next layer. The barrier blocks until the current layer is entirely processed. GlobalQSize computes the global size of Q by summing the sizes of queues Q on all processors. The algorithm terminates when all layers have been processed.
Hierarchical coordination of distributed computations
The key idea of the HIPG coordination layer is that synchronizers can spawn any number of sub-synchronizers to solve graph sub-problems. Therefore, the coordination layer is, in fact, a tree of executing synchronizers, and thus a hierarchy of distributed algorithms. All synchronizers execute independently and in parallel. The order, in which synchronizers progress cannot be predicted, unless they are causally related or explicitly synchronized. The user starts a graph algorithm by spawning root synchronizers. The system terminates when all synchronizers terminate.
The HIPG parallel program is composed automatically from the two components provided by the user, namely node methods (message handlers) and the synchronizer code (coordination layer). Parallel composition is done in a way which does not allow race conditions. No explicit communication or thread synchronization is needed.
Example: Strongly connected components. A strongly connected component (SCC) of a directed graph is a maximal set of nodes S such that there exists a path in S between any pair of nodes in S. In Fig. 4 we describe FB [8] , a divide-and-conquer graph algorithm for computing SCCs. FB partitions the problem of finding SCCs of a set of nodes V into three sub-problems on three disjoint subsets of V . First an arbitrary pivot node is selected from V . Two sets F and B are computed as the sets of nodes that are, respectively, forward and backward reachable from the pivot. The set F ∩B is an SCC. All SCCs remaining in V must be entirely contained either within F \B or within B\F or within the complement set V \(F ∪B).
The HIPG implementation of the FB algorithm is displayed in Fig. 5 . The FB creates subsets F and B of V by executing forward and backward reachability searches from a global pivot. Each set is labeled with a unique pair of integers (f,b). FB spawns three sub-synchronizers to solve sub-problems on F \B, B \F and V \(F ∪B).
We note that the algorithm in Fig. 5 reflects the original elegant algorithm in Fig. 4 . The entire HIPG program is 113 lines of code, while a corresponding C/MPI application (see Section 4) has over 1700 lines, and the PBGL implementation has 341 lines.
Implementation
HIPG is designed to execute in a distributed-memory environment. We chose to implement it in Java because of the portability and performance (due to just-in-time compilation) as well as excellent software support of the language, although Java required us to carefully ensure that the memory is utilized efficiently. We used the Ibis [9] message-passing communication library and the Java 6 virtual machine implemented by Sun [10] .
Partitioning an input graph into equal-size chunks means that each chunk contains similar number of nodes and edges (currently, minimization of the number of edges spawning different chunks is not taken into account). Each worker stores one chunk in the form of an array of nodes. Outgoing edges are not stored within the node object. This would be impractical due to memory overhead (in 64-bit HotSpot this overhead is 16 B per object). As a compromise, nodes are objects but edges are not-rather, they are all stored in a single large integer array. We note that, although this structure is not elegant, it is transparent to the user, unless explicitly requested, e.g. when the program needs to be highly optimized. In addition, as most of the worker's memory is used to store the graph, we tuned the garbage collector to use a relatively small young generation size (5-10% of the heap size).
After reading the graph, a HIPG program typically initiates root synchronizers, waits for completion, and handles the computed results. A part of the system that executes synchronizers we refer to as a worker. A worker consists of one main thread that emulates the abstraction of independent executions of synchronizers by looping over an array of active synchronizers and making progress with them in turn. When all synchronizers have terminated, the worker returns control to the user's main program.
We describe the implementation from the synchronizer's point of view. A synchronizer is given a unique identifier, determined on spawn. Each synchronizer can take one of the three actions: either it communicates while waiting for a distributed routine to finish; or it proceeds when the distributed routine is finished; or it terminates. The bulk of synchronizer's communication consists of messages that correspond to methods executed on graph nodes. Such messages contain identifiers of the synchronizer, the graph, the node and the executed method, followed by serialized method parameters. The messages are combined in non-blocking buffers and flushed repeatedly. Besides communicating, synchronizers perform distributed routines. Barriers are implemented with the distributed termination detection algorithm by Safra [11] . When a barrier returns, it means that no messages that belong to the synchronizer are present in the system. The reduce operation is also implemented by token traversal [12] and the result announced to all workers.
Before a HIPG program can be executed, its Java bytecode has to be instrumented. Besides optimizing object serialization by Ibis [9] , the graph program is modified: methods are translated into messages, neighbor access is optimized, and synchronizers are rewritten so that no separate thread is needed for each synchronizer instance. The latter is done by translating the blocking routines into a checkpoint followed by a return. This way a worker can execute a synchronizer's run() method step-by-step. The instrumentation is part of the provided HIPG library, and needs to be called before execution. No special Java compiler is necessary.
Release. More implementation details and a GPL release of HIPG can be found at http://www.cs.vu.nl/~ekr/hipg.
Memory utilization and performance evaluation
In this section we report on the results of experiments conducted with HIPG. The evaluation was carried out on the VU-cluster of the DAS-3 system [13] . The cluster consists of 85 dual-core, dual-CPU 2.4 GHz Opteron compute nodes, each equipped with 4 GB of memory. The processors are interconnected with Myri-10G (MX) and 1G Ethernet links. The time to initialize workers and input graphs was not included in the measurements. All graphs were partitioned randomly-meaning that if a graph is partitioned in p chunks, a graph node is assigned to a chunk with probability mote edges is thus p−1 p , which is very high (87-99% in used graphs) and realistic when modeling an unfavorable partitioning (many edges spawning different chunks).
We start with the evaluation of performance of applications that almost solely communicate (only one synchronizer spawned). Visitor, the reachability search (see Section 2.1) was started at the root node of a large binary tree directed towards the leaves. SSSP, the single-source shortest paths (breadth first search) (see Section 2.2), was started at the root node of the binary tree, and at a random node of a synthetic social network. The results are presented in Tab. 1 and Fig. 6 . We tested both applications on 8-64 processors on Myrinet. To obtain more fair results, rather than keeping the problem size constant and dividing the input into more chunks, we doubled the problem size with doubling the number of processors (Tab. 1, with the exception of Bin-30 that should have been run on 64 processors but did not fit the memory). Thanks to this we avoid spurious improvement due to better cache behavior, keep the heap filled, but also avoid too many small messages that occur if the stored portion of a graph is small. We normalized the results for the speedup computation (Fig. 6) . We used binary trees, Binn, of height n = 27..29 that have 0.27-1.0 ·10 9 nodes and edges. The LN-n graphs are random directed graphs with degrees of nodes sampled from the log-normal distribution ln N (4, 1.3), aimed to resemble real-world social networks [14, 15] . An LN-n graph has n · 10 5 nodes and n · 1.27 · 10 6 edges. We used LN-n graphs of size n = 80..640 and thus up to 64·10 6 nodes and 8·10 9 edges. In each experiment, all edges of the input graphs were visited. Both applications achieved about 60% efficiency on a binary tree graph on 64 processors, which is satisfactory for an application with little computation, O(n), compared to O(n) communication. The efficiency achieved by SSSP on LN-n graphs reaches almost 80%, as the input is more randomized, and has a small diameter compared to a binary tree, which reduces the number of barriers performed.
To evaluate the performance of hierarchical graph algorithms written in HIPG, we ran the OBFR-MP algorithm that decomposes a graph into SCCs [16] . OBFR-MP is a divide-and-conquer algorithm like FB [8] (see Section 2.3), but processes the graph in layers. We compared the performance of the OBFR-MP implemented in HIPG against a highly-optimized C/MPI version of this program used for performance evaluation in [16] and kindly provided to us by the authors. The HIPG version was implemented to maximally resemble the C/MPI version: the data structures used and messages sent are the same. Here, we are not interested in the speedup of the MPI implementation of OBFR-MP, on which we don't have any influence. Rather, we want to see the difference in performance between an optimized C/MPI version and HIPG version of the same application. In general, we found that the HIPG version was substantially faster when compared with MPI implementations that used sockets. The detailed results are presented in Tab. 2. We used two different implementations of MPI over Myrinet: the MPICH-MX implementation provided by Myricom that directly accesses the interface, and OpenMPI that goes through TCP sockets. On Ethernet we used the standard MPI implementation (P4). We tested OBFR-MP on synthetic graphs called LmLmTn, which are in essence trees of height n of SCCs, such that each SCC is a lattice (m + 1) × (m + 1). An LmLmTn graph has thus (2 n+1 − 1) SCCs, each of size (m + 1)
2 . The performance of the OBFR-MP algorithm strongly depends on the SCC-structure of the input graph. We used three graphs: one with a small number of large SCCs, L487L487T5; one with a large number of small SCCs, L10L10T16; and one that balances the number of SCCs and their size, L60L60T11. Each graph contains a little over 15·10 6 nodes and 45·10 6 edges. The performance of the C/MPI application running over MX is the fastest, as it has the smallest software stack. The OpenMPI and P4 MPI implementations offer a more realistic comparison as they use a deeper software stack (sockets) like HIPG: HIPG ran on average 2.2 times faster than the C/MPI in this case. Most importantly, the speedup or slowdown of HIPG follows the speedup or slowdown of the C/MPI application run over MX, which suggests that the overhead of HIPG will not explode with further scaling of the application.
The communication pattern of many graph algorithms is an intensive all-to-all communication. Generally, message sizes decrease with the increase of the number of processors. Good performance results from balancing the size of flushed messages and the frequency of flushing: too many flushes decrease performance, while too few flushes cause other processors to stall. Throughput on 32 processors over MX for the VISITOR application on Bin-29 is constant (not shown): the application sends 16 GB in 24 s.
A worker's memory is divided between the graph, the communication buffers and the memory allocated by the user's code in synchronizers. On a 64-bit machine, a graph node uses 80 B in VISITOR and on average 1 KB in SSSP, including the edges and all overhead. Tab. 1 presents the maximum heap size used by a VISITOR/SPPP worker. Expectedly, it remains almost constant. SSSP uses more memory than Visitor, because it stores a queue of nodes (see Section 2.2).
The results in this section do not aim to prove that we obtained the most efficient implementations of the VISITOR, SSSP or OBFR-MP algorithms. When processing large-scale graphs, the speedup is of secondary importance; it is of primary importance to be able to store the graph in memory and process it in acceptable time. We aimed to show that large-scale graphs can be handled by HIPG and satisfactory performance can be obtained with little coding effort, even for complex hierarchical graph algorithms.
Related work
HIPG is a distributed framework aimed at providing users with a way to code, with little effort, parallel algorithms that operate on partitioned graphs. An analysis of other platforms suitable for the execution of graph algorithms is provided in an inspiring paper by Lumsdaine et al. [3] that, in fact, advocates using massively multithreaded shared-memory machines for this purpose. However, such machines are very expensive and software support is lacking [3] . The library in [17] realizes this concept on a Cray machine. Another interesting alternative would be to use the partitioned global address space languages like UPC [18] , X10 [19] or ZPL [20] , but we are not aware of support for graph algorithms in these languages, except for a shared memory solution [21] based on X10 and Cilk.
The Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model of computation [22] alternates work and communication phases. We know of two BSP-based libraries that support the development of distributed graph algorithms: CGMgraph and Pregel. CGMgraph [23] uses the unified communication API and parallel routines offered by CGMlib, which is conceptually close to MPI [24] . In Google's Pregel [15] the graph program is a series of supersteps. In each superstep the Compute(messages) method, implemented by the user, is executed in parallel on all vertices. The system supports fault-tolerance consisting of heartbeats and checkpointing. Impressively, Pregel is reported to be able to handle billions of nodes and use hundreds of workers. Unfortunately, it is not available for download. Pregel is similar to HIPG in two aspects: the vertex-centered programming and composing the parallel program automatically from user-provided simple sequential-like components. However, the repeated global synchronization phase in the Bulk Synchronous Parallel model, although suitable for many applications, is not always desirable. HIPG is fundamentally different from BSP in this respect, as it uses asynchronous messages with computation synchronized on the user's request. Notably, HIPG can simulate the BSP model as we did in the SSSP application (Section 2.2).
The prominent sequential Boost Graph Library (BGL) [4] gave rise to a parallelization that adopts a different approach to graph algorithms. Parallel BGL [5, 6] is a generic C++ library that implements distributed graph data structures and graph algorithms. The main focus is to reuse existing sequential algorithms, only applying them to distributed data structures, to obtain parallel algorithms. PBGL supports a rich set of parallel graph implementations and property maps. The system keeps information about ghost (remote) vertices, although that works well only if the number of edges spanning different processors is small. Parallel BGL offers a very general model, while both Pregel and HIPG trade expressiveness (for example neither offers any form of remote read) for more predictable performance. ParGraph [25] is another parallelization of BGL, similar to PBGL, but less developed; it does not seem to be maintained. We are not aware of any work directly supporting the development divide-and-conquer graph algorithms.
To store graphs we used the SVC-II distributed graph format advocated in [26] . Graph formats are standardized only within selected communities. In case of large graphs, binary formats are typically preferable to text-based formats, as compression is not needed. See [26] for a comparison of a number of formats used in the formal methods community. A popular text format is XML, which is used for example to store Wikipedia [27] . RDF [28] is used to represent semantic graphs in the form of triples (source, edge, target). Contrastingly, in bioinformatics, graphs are stored in many databases and integrating them is ongoing research [29] .
Conclusions and future work
In this paper we described HIPG, a model and a distributed framework that allows users to code, with little effort, hierarchical parallel graph algorithms. The parallel program is automatically composed of sequential-like components provided by the user: node methods and synchronizers, which coordinate distributed computations. We realized the model in Java and obtained short and elegant implementations of several published graph algorithms, good memory utilization and performance, as well as out-of-the box portability.
Fault-tolerance has not been implemented in the current implementation of HIPG, as the programs that we executed so far run on a cluster and were not mission-critical. A solution using checkpointing could be implemented, in which, when a machine fails, a new machine is requested and the entire computation restarted from the last checkpoint. Such a solution is standard and similar to the one used in [15] . Creating a checkpoint takes somewhat more effort, because of the lack of global synchronization phases in HIPG. Creating a consistent image of the state space could be done either by freezing the entire computation or with a distributed snapshot algorithm in the background such as the one by Lai-Yang [12] . Distributed snapshot poses overhead on messages, which however can be minimized when using message combining, which is the case in HIPG.
HIPG is work in progress. We would like to improve speedup by using better graph partitioning methods, e.g. [1] . If needed, we could implement graph modification during runtime, although in all cases that we looked at, this could be solved by creating new graphs during execution, which is possible in HIPG. We are currently working on providing tailored support for multicore processors and extending the framework to execute on a grid. Currently the size of the graph that can be handled is limited to the amount of memory available. Therefore, we are interested if a portion of a graph could be temporarily stored on disk without completely sacrificing efficiency [30] .
